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      What is Dark Matter ?
• Dark Matter: 85% of cosmic matter abundance!

                      Cold, non-relativistic              
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Big mystery! Demand new particle physics 
beyond the Standard Model !



WIMP DM Paradigm Facing Challenges
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• But no convincing signal yet: 
many years, many experiments…
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• But no convincing signal yet: 
many years, many experiments…

   Time to go beyond the paradigm! 
☞ New theories, new experimental probes for DM…

( DM: mass? interaction with SM? self-interaction? how many species? 
thermal or non-thermal? fundamental particle or composite?… )



Experimental probes for DM 
- A Brief Review of the familiar (incomplete list)

• If DM interacts with SM beyond gravity:

‣ Detect cosmic bkg of DM: 

- Direct detection (∼10 keV Enucl), 

- Indirect detection 

(DM annihilation to SM in GC/Sun)

‣ Produce DM at terrestrial 
accelerator experiments: 

- colliders

!4
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- Direct detection (∼10 keV Enucl), 

- Indirect detection 

(DM annihilation to SM in GC/Sun)

‣ Produce DM at terrestrial 
accelerator experiments: 

- colliders

• If DM only interacts with SM gravitationally:

‣ Astro/cosmo probes:

- CMB, DM halo, GW
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Opportunities for DM searches in 
Neutrino facillities?
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•Detect cosmic bkg of DM: 
Advantages: large volume, e.g. IceCube, SuperK, DUNE, 
sensitivity to high E scattering events (c.f. direct detection) 

Examples: boosted DM (BDM), iBDM, self-destructing DM 
( + the vanilla example: WIMP annihilation to ν) 

•Produce DM with terrestrial accelerators:
Advantages: fixed target+high intensity beam, e.g. 
MiniBoone, DUNE, NOvA (c.f. LHC) 
Examples: low mass DM search (MeV-GeV) 

(If DM interacts with SM beyond gravity…)
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Detect Cosmic Background of 
Relic DM



Example-1:  
Boosted DM

!7

JCAP 1410 (2014) 062,  YC w/Agashe, Necib, Thaler;
JCAP 1502 (2015) , YC w/Berger, Zhao;

YC with Berger, Tsai et al. (DUNE TDR+ papers in progress)

Boosted DM: DM today may not be all cold, 
a component of non-thermally produced DM may be 

(semi-)relativistic, and the smoking-gun signal for DM!
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         A New Realization of WIMP Miracle

Motivations of Boosted Dark Matter-1

WIMP DM

WIMP DM 

X (stable)

X

• Determines ΩDM!
• Conventional signals 

absent/suppressed
•  Applies to other masses!
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WIMP DM

WIMP DM 

X (stable)

X

• Determines ΩDM!
• Conventional signals 
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Motivations of Boosted Dark Matter-2
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‣Z3  semi-annihilating 
dark matter:

‣ Decaying dark matter: 
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e+

π0
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How to Search for Boosted DM?

•  Boosted incoming B
 ⇒ Relativistic outgoing e-, p

(boosted) DM Bboosted DM B
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Experiments for neutrinos or proton decay!
•  Cherenkov-radiation: SuperK/HyperK, IceCube/PINGU… 
•  Liquid scintillator: Borexino, JUNO… 

•  Liquid Argon: DUNE/LBNF!



Search Strategies for Boosted DM
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-A combination of conventional DM indirect & direct detections

A

A

B

(GC) (Lab)

e� e�

B B

� 01/⇤2

g0

✏e

B

Figure 1. (Left) Production of boosted  B particles through  A annihilation in the galactic center:
 A A !  B B . This process would be considered “indirect detection” of  A. (Right) Scattering
of  B o↵ terrestrial electron targets:  Be

�
!  Be

�. This process would be considered “direct
detection” of  B .

that  B itself has a small thermal relic abundance (which is expected given a large SM
scattering cross section), and is light enough to evade standard DM detection bounds, then
(direct) detection of boosted  B via (indirect) detection of  A annihilation would o↵er the
best non-gravitational probe of the dark sector.2

Beyond just the intrinsic novelty of the boosted DM signal, there are other reasons
to take this kind of DM scenario seriously. First, having the dominant DM component  A

annihilate into light stable  B particles (i.e. assisted freeze-out [4]) is a novel way to “seclude”
DM from the SM while still maintaining the successes of the thermal freeze-out paradigm
of WIMP-type DM.3 Such a feature enables this model to satisfy the increasingly severe
constraints from DM detection experiments. A key lesson from secluded DM scenarios [30] is
that it is often easier to detect the “friends” of DM (in this case  B) rather than the dominant
DM component itself [36]. Second, our study here can be seen as exploring the diversity of
phenomenological possibilities present (in general) in multi-component DM scenarios. Non-
minimal dark sectors are quite reasonable, especially considering the non-minimality of the
SM (with protons and electrons stabilized by separate B- and L-number symmetries). Earlier
work along these lines includes, for instance, the possibility of a mirror DM sector [26, 37–39].
Recently, multi-component DM scenarios have drawn rising interest motivated by anomalies
in DM detection experiments [40–42] and possible new astrophysical phenomena such as a
“dark disk” [43]. Boosted DM provides yet another example of how the expected kinematics,
phenomenology, and search strategies for multi-component DM can be very di↵erent from
single-component DM.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we present the above
model in more detail. In Sec. 3, we describe the annihilation processes of both  A and  B,
which sets their thermal relic abundances and the rate of boosted DM production today,
and we discuss the detection mechanisms for boosted DM in Sec. 4. We assess the discovery
prospects at present and future experiments in Sec. 5, where we find that Super-K should

2Because  A has no direct coupling to the SM, the  A solar capture rate is suppressed. By including
a finite  A-SM coupling, one could also imagine boosted DM coming from annihilation in the sun. The
possibility of detecting fast-moving DM emerging from the sun has been studied previously in the context of
induced nucleon decay [29], though not with the large boost factors we envision here which enable detection
via Cherenkov radiation. Note, however, that  B particles are likely to become trapped in the sun due to
energy loss e↵ects (see Sec. 4.4), limiting solar capture as a viable signal channel.

3For variations such as annihilating to dark radiation or to dark states that decay back to the SM, see for
instance Refs. [30–35].
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•  Signals from the galactic center:
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How to Distinguish Boosted DM 
from Neutrinos?
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•  Directionality:
 Boosted DM: from DM concentrated region, 
 e.g. GC, Sun…
Vs. (atmospheric) neutrino: isotropic

•  Interaction:
 Boosted DM interaction: neutral current-like only, 
 Vs. Neutrino: neutral current + charged current
νe e−

W+

n p

νµ µ−

n p

νe,µ νe,µ

e−, p e−, p

W+

Z

νe e−

W+

n p

νµ µ−

n p

νe,µ νe,µ

e−, p e−, p

W+

Z

No correlated muon,
muon veto



BDM Searches at Next Generation  
ν Experiments (e.g. DUNE)

!13

•BDM searches at Cherenkov detectors (IceCube/
PINGU, SuperK): studied in our earlier papers,

SuperK official analysis arXiv:1711.05278 PRL 2018

•BDM searches at DUNE
  Particular advantages in hadronic channels: 
‣ Lower E threshold for elastic scattering-capture more 
signals!  (Cherenkov cutoff E>1.07 GeV vs. E ≿10 MeV @DUNE)


‣Excellent particle track reconstruction for inelastic 
scattering!-capture more signals esp. for very boosted DM

☞ Confront new challenges, theoretical & experimental 
- Our on-going studies (w/brand new tools for event 
generation+detector simulation, see Yun-Tse, Josh’s talks)



BDM@DUNE through  
Hadronic Interactions 

— could be the smoking-gun for DM!
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•Benchmark model: BDM from DM annihilation in the Sun

Work in prep with Berger,  Tsai,  Petrillo, Stocks, Graham, 
Convery, Necib and Zhao 



Preliminary Results
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DUNE sensitivity

Super-K (10% e↵.)

Super-K (100% e↵.)

PICO-60 (SD-p)

PandaX (SD-n)
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E.g. two-component fermion dark sector, interact via a dark photon (1 GeV)



Example-2: Inelastic BDM
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2

�1, respectively.1 Typical scenarios assume that �0 has
no direct coupling to SM particles but pair-annihilates
into two �1’s which directly communicate with SM par-
ticles. Their respective relic abundances are determined
by the “assisted” freeze-out mechanism [5] rendering the
heavier (lighter) a dominant (sub-dominant) DM com-
ponent. In the present universe, the boosted �1 can be
produced via pair-annihilation of �0 in the galactic halo,
leading to a total flux [4]
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◆✓
GeV

m0
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, (2.1)

where the reference value for h�vi0!1, the velocity-
averaged annihilation cross section of �0�0 ! �1�1, cor-
responds to a correct DM thermal relic density for �0.
For �0 of weak-scale mass (i.e., ⇠ 100 GeV), the in-

coming flux of lighter DM �1 (near the earth) is as small
as O(10�8 cm�2s�1) so that large volume neutrino de-
tectors such as Super-Kamiokande, Hyper-Kamiokande,
and Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment are pre-
ferred in search for elastic signatures [4, 6–8] or inelas-
tic signatures [9]. Very recently, the Super-Kamiokande
Collaboration has reported the first results in the search
for high-energy electrons (� 0.1 GeV) induced by elas-
tic scattering of boosted DM �1 [10]. Related searches
can be conducted at fixed target experiments, with active
production of boosted dark matter [9, 11–13].
On the other hand, if the dominant relic component

�0 takes a mass in the sub-GeV regime, the large-volume
neutrino detectors mentioned above may not be ideal to
look for the signatures by �1 due to their relatively high
threshold energies (e.g., several tens to a hundred MeV).
Moreover, noting from Eq. (2.1) that the �1 flux is in-
versely proportional to the mass square of �0, we observe
that it can increase by 4–6 orders of magnitude with sub-
GeV/GeV-range �0 DM, while the resulting relic den-
sity is still in agreement with the current measurement.
Hence, it is quite natural to pay attention to relatively
small (fiducial) volume detectors but with a low threshold
energy: for example, conventional DM direct detection
experiments. We will show that current and future DM
direct detection experiments such as XENON1T [14, 15],
DEAP-3600 [16–18], and LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) [19] may
possess su�cient sensitivity to signals caused by boosted
(lighter) DM of MeV-range mass. A beginning e↵ort was
made in Ref. [20]; the authors assumed coherent scatter-
ing of nuclei by the boosted DM which arises in lepto-
phobic scenarios (e.g., gauged baryon number or Higgs
portal models), and reinterpreted the results from even
smaller-volume detectors like LUX.

1
The stability of each of them is ensured by two separate sym-

metries such as Z2 ⇥ Z0
2 or U(1)

0⇥ U(1)
00
. See, for example, the

model in Ref. [5].

FIG. 1: The ordinary boosted DM (upper part) and iBDM
(lower part) scenarios with the relevant DM-signal processes
under consideration.

However, as we will discuss later, we observe that the
MeV-range �1-electron scattering can compete with the
corresponding interaction with nucleons, unless the cou-
pling associated with the electron is suppressed in spe-
cific model frameworks. Therefore, a dedicated study on
boosted light �1-induced signatures involving the elec-
tron recoil (ER) is also required in probing boosted DM
scenarios at conventional direct detection experiments, in
which ordinary ER (lying in the keV to sub-MeV regime)
is usually rejected due to a large rate of expected back-
grounds. However, we claim that the signal induced by
boosted DM can be quite energetic (above a few to tens
of MeV) and usually leaving an appreciable track in the
detector system, which is clearly distinctive from con-
ventional background events associated with ER. In this
sense, DM direct detection experiments should be high-
lighted as discovery machines of light boosted DM.

In this paper, we explore Inelastic Boosted Dark Mat-
ter (iBDM) as a novel paradigm for DM and discuss
the characteristic signals that can be produced at di-
rect detection experiments. We take a comprehensive
approach, considering both elastic and inelastic scatter-
ings of boosted DM which are displayed in the upper and
the lower panels of Fig. 1, correspondingly. In particu-
lar, the latter possibility involves the process in which an
incident DM particle �1, produced by pair-annihilation
of heavier DM �0 (at say, the Galactic Center) with a
boost factor �1 = m0/m1, scatters o↵ to a heavier, un-
stable dark sector particle �2 together with a target recoil
(e or p) via a mediator � exchange. This is what we refer
to as primary process. The �2 then disintegrates back
into �1 and some other decay products which may in-
clude SM particles. This is called the secondary process.
If (at least) part of the secondary signature is observ-
able in the same detector complex (blue dashed boxes
in Fig. 1), the correlation between the primary and the
secondary processes can be an additional, powerful han-
dle to identify DM events from backgrounds as well as
to distinguish the iBDM scenario from ordinary boosted
DM (elastic channel). Furthermore, the secondary signal
can be substantially displaced from the primary vertex

•Work involving Doojin, Seodong, Jae, Animesh, Albert, 
Jong-Chul (here) + Giudice et al. (2016-) 

 More see Doojin’s talk



Example-3: Self-destructing DM
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2

1

FIG. 1: A schematic picture of self-destructing DM, where DM denotes the cosmologically long-
lived state and DM’ denotes the very short-lived one.

In this paper, we consider a drastic departure from this picture and discuss the possibility
that DM is capable of leaving not just kinetic energy in the detector, but rather all of its
mass. This can lead to DM direct detection signals above MeV, allowing to extend the search
for DM to detectors with much higher thresholds. In particular, large existing neutrino
experiments such as Borexino and Super-Kamiokande, as well as future experiments such as
SNO+ and DUNE, can probe self destructing DM models.

A näıve idea to convert the DM rest mass to detectable signal is to consider its down-
scattering to a nearly massless state, with the di↵erence in mass converted to recoil energy.
This is however unfeasible since it leads to a DM particle that is cosmologically unstable by
decaying to this nearly massless state. Instead, we must consider a non-minimal setup in
which an interaction of DM with a nucleus triggers a transition from a state that is stable
on cosmological timescales to one which is very short-lived. The signal is then not a recoil
signal, but rather a subsequent decay of the short-lived state to SM particles. A sketch
of this is depicted in Figure 1. The crucial ingredients in the story are a cosmologically
long lived state and a short lived state, with a possible transition between the two which is
induced by the interaction with the Earth. We call this class of DM models self-destructing
DM (SDDM for short).

SDDM is not the first class of DM models in which the measured energy is more than
just the DM recoil energy. In [7], for example, the DM down-scatters and converts part of
its rest mass to recoil energy. However, in that model the mass splittings considered were
still of the same order as the kinetic energy. In [15] the possibility of releasing more than the
recoil energy was considered, but with signals still in the domain of low threshold detectors.
Other DM models [17–23], are similar to our scenario in that they can be probed at neutrino
detectors [24]. Yet, in these models, the dynamics that lead to signals at neutrino detector
(a “removal” of a baryon from the detector or a boosted population of DM) is di↵erent
than the case of SDDM. Lastly, we mention that the axion and other ultralight bosons that
can be fully absorbed by a detector may be considered a fully SDDM candidate, but their
lightness leads to much lower energy deposition, and thus to very di↵erent experimental
signatures [25–27].

The self-destructing scenario is possible thanks to the high density of matter in the Earth,
one which is unprecedented from the perspective of an incoming DM particle. The expected

•Arxiv:1702.00455 Grossman, Harnik, Telem and Zhang



Produce DM with  
Accelerator Neutrino 

Experiments
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Low Mass DM @ ν Experiments
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New complementarity goal 
Dark matter discovery [Batell, Pospelov Ritz, 2009]

I am  
dark matter!

Credit: C. Frugiuele’s KITP talk 2018 



Production of Low Mass DM Beam
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How is the DM beam produced?

• Production via meson decay 

High intensity experiments:   
order  1020 protons on target per year!

A′

π0, η

DM

DM
γ

A′

q

q′

DM

DM

On shell production of the mediators is essential 

MeV-GeV gauge boson kinetically mixed with the photon gSMA0 = ✏exf
<latexit sha1_base64="9gXTlb795gi6tTU9ywAx8KjhbRE=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFhNREMJdGrUQojY2QkRjAkk89jZzyZK9vWN3TwzH/Qgb/4qNhYqtjZ3/xs1HodEHA4/3ZpiZ50WcKW3bX1ZmZnZufiG7mFtaXlldy69v3KgwlhRqNOShbHhEAWcCapppDo1IAgk8DnWvfzb063cgFQvFtR5E0A5IVzCfUaKN5Ob3i7jrJie76W3SkgG+ukjxMW5BpBgPBcaA8b07cvy06OYLdskeAf8lzoQU0ARVN//Z6oQ0DkBoyolSTceOdDshUjPKIc21YgURoX3ShaahggSg2snoqRTvGKWD/VCaEhqP1J8TCQmUGgSe6QyI7qlpbyj+5zVj7R+2EyaiWIOg40V+zLEO8TAh3GESqOYDQwiVzNyKaY9IQrXJMWdCcKZf/ktq5dJRybksFyqnkzSyaAttoz3koANUQeeoimqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu4NWNNZjbRL1gf37oPnFI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9gXTlb795gi6tTU9ywAx8KjhbRE=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFhNREMJdGrUQojY2QkRjAkk89jZzyZK9vWN3TwzH/Qgb/4qNhYqtjZ3/xs1HodEHA4/3ZpiZ50WcKW3bX1ZmZnZufiG7mFtaXlldy69v3KgwlhRqNOShbHhEAWcCapppDo1IAgk8DnWvfzb063cgFQvFtR5E0A5IVzCfUaKN5Ob3i7jrJie76W3SkgG+ukjxMW5BpBgPBcaA8b07cvy06OYLdskeAf8lzoQU0ARVN//Z6oQ0DkBoyolSTceOdDshUjPKIc21YgURoX3ShaahggSg2snoqRTvGKWD/VCaEhqP1J8TCQmUGgSe6QyI7qlpbyj+5zVj7R+2EyaiWIOg40V+zLEO8TAh3GESqOYDQwiVzNyKaY9IQrXJMWdCcKZf/ktq5dJRybksFyqnkzSyaAttoz3koANUQeeoimqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu4NWNNZjbRL1gf37oPnFI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9gXTlb795gi6tTU9ywAx8KjhbRE=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFhNREMJdGrUQojY2QkRjAkk89jZzyZK9vWN3TwzH/Qgb/4qNhYqtjZ3/xs1HodEHA4/3ZpiZ50WcKW3bX1ZmZnZufiG7mFtaXlldy69v3KgwlhRqNOShbHhEAWcCapppDo1IAgk8DnWvfzb063cgFQvFtR5E0A5IVzCfUaKN5Ob3i7jrJie76W3SkgG+ukjxMW5BpBgPBcaA8b07cvy06OYLdskeAf8lzoQU0ARVN//Z6oQ0DkBoyolSTceOdDshUjPKIc21YgURoX3ShaahggSg2snoqRTvGKWD/VCaEhqP1J8TCQmUGgSe6QyI7qlpbyj+5zVj7R+2EyaiWIOg40V+zLEO8TAh3GESqOYDQwiVzNyKaY9IQrXJMWdCcKZf/ktq5dJRybksFyqnkzSyaAttoz3koANUQeeoimqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu4NWNNZjbRL1gf37oPnFI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9gXTlb795gi6tTU9ywAx8KjhbRE=">AAACE3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFhNREMJdGrUQojY2QkRjAkk89jZzyZK9vWN3TwzH/Qgb/4qNhYqtjZ3/xs1HodEHA4/3ZpiZ50WcKW3bX1ZmZnZufiG7mFtaXlldy69v3KgwlhRqNOShbHhEAWcCapppDo1IAgk8DnWvfzb063cgFQvFtR5E0A5IVzCfUaKN5Ob3i7jrJie76W3SkgG+ukjxMW5BpBgPBcaA8b07cvy06OYLdskeAf8lzoQU0ARVN//Z6oQ0DkBoyolSTceOdDshUjPKIc21YgURoX3ShaahggSg2snoqRTvGKWD/VCaEhqP1J8TCQmUGgSe6QyI7qlpbyj+5zVj7R+2EyaiWIOg40V+zLEO8TAh3GESqOYDQwiVzNyKaY9IQrXJMWdCcKZf/ktq5dJRybksFyqnkzSyaAttoz3koANUQeeoimqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu4NWNNZjbRL1gf37oPnFI=</latexit>

g�A0 ⇠ O(1)
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MeV-GeV scalar DM  (no tension with CMB)

• Direct Production  

Credit: C. Frugiuele’s KITP talk 2018 



Conclusion/Outlook
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•  Exciting opportunities for DM discovery with  
next gen. neutrino experiments!
‣  Detect cosmic relic background of DM 
(the high Erecoil regime)
‣  Produce DM beams (high intensity)

•  Open questions to brainstorm about:
‣  Other DM candidates to probe
‣  Distinguish from neutrinos (model-dependent)
‣  Optimize experiments for DM searches at the 
design stage (esp. for DUNE)
‣  Dedicated simulation tools
‣Complementarity among different ν experiments 
(JUNO, DUNE, HyperK…) 
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Dark matter discovery at  
next gen. neutrino experiments?



Thank you!
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